Knowledge is valuable, but nowhere is this more the case than when it comes to safety. In 1983 we developed the original lifehammer. Now we set a new standard with this new and improved safety hammer.
NEW SAFETY HAMMER PLUS

Innovative safety hammer

Breaking car glass and cutting seat belts.

https://vimeo.com/user12940431/review/76863566/53927255c9

Non-slip grip

Advanced seat belt cutter

Carbon steel hammerhead

TÜV certified according to new German standards.

Available in graphite and orange.

Winner reddot design award. World’s largest and most distinguished design competition. We are very proud that our innovative new lifehammer product line won in the category automobiles, transportation, commercial and water vehicles.

Easy installation

The QUICK CLICK SYSTEM or the EASY FIX SYSTEM is included, the PRO ADAPTER is optional.

Easy installation

The QUICK CLICK SYSTEM or the EASY FIX SYSTEM is included, the PRO ADAPTER is optional.

CLAMP FASTENER FOR CAR DOOR

Clamp fastener for car door QUICK CLICK SYSTEM

With this system you can mount the safety hammer on the inside of your car door. Rotate the small click-adapter for optimal positioning. It is possible to use the QUICK CLICK SYSTEM in combination with the PRO ADAPTER.

CLAMP FASTENER FOR MIDDLE CONSOLE

Clamp fastener for middle console EASY FIX SYSTEM

With this system you can mount the safety hammer on the middle console of your car. Rotate the small click-adapter for optimal positioning. It is possible to use the EASY FIX SYSTEM in combination with the PRO ADAPTER.

Fastening with screws PRO ADAPTER
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